The temporal sequence of morphological and molecular changes in axotomized feline motoneurons leading to the formation of axons from the ends of dendrites.
At 8-12 weeks post axotomy, unusual distal processes (UDPs) with axon-like structural (uniform diameter, tortuous) and molecular (growth-associated protein [GAP]43, absence of microtubule-associated protein [MAP]2a/b immunoreactivity) features emerge from distal motoneuron dendrites (Rose et al. [2001] Eur J Neurosci 13:1166-1176). In this study, we determine the time course of molecular and morphological changes associated with the formation of axons from dendrites. Motoneurons innervating neck muscles in the adult cat were permanently axotomized for 2, 4, 20, or 35 weeks and intracellularly stained with Neurobiotin. Computer-assisted reconstructions were used to map the location of MAP2a/b and GAP-43 immunoreactivity. At 2 and 4 weeks post axotomy, all UDPs had short appendages, giving them an arboreal appearance. They were immunoreactive for GAP-43 and lacked immunostaining for MAP2a/b. Axon-like UDPs were not seen until 8-12 weeks post axotomy. By 20 and 35 weeks post axotomy, some axon-like UDPs acquired morphological features of axons with synaptic connections (right-angled branching, bouton-like specializations). GAP-43 immunoreactivity was not detected in any axotomized motoneurons by 20 weeks post axotomy, whereas all UDPs remained devoid of MAP2a/b immunoreactivity even at 35 weeks post axotomy. These molecular changes accompanied structural modifications to proximal regions of "dendrites" giving rise to UDPs. The distance from the ends of the UDPs to the soma did not change. Thus, all UDPs begin as simple, arboreal structures with molecular features of growing axons, but over a period of 35 weeks, some UDPs slowly acquire morphological and molecular features of motoneuron axons with synaptic connections. These results suggest a new modus operandi for axonal growth and the establishment of new synaptic connections after injury.